
STMA BOARD MEETING 9-15-21 – Pink Palace 
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN/RESOLOUTION 
 

1.) What is this Capital Improvement Plan/Resolution? – The Capital Improvement 
Plan/Resolution is an outline of common areas that include stormwater systems, amenities, 
facilities, and other community infrastructure that is in need of significant repair and or 
improvement. 

a. The Capital Improvement Plan/Resolution also provides a budget, time frame and 
funding plan for these improvements. 

 
2.) Why this necessary? Sea Trail has been dormant for many years under other declarants. We 

want to enhance and improve the existing parts of Sea Trail NOW.  It’s time for action. We feel 
that this resolution allows the declarant/board and community to work together to achieve 
these common goals. 

a. Stormwater – This has been a major issue in Sea Trail for years. This is an extremely 
complex issue. Many of the repairs and issues needed or desired in Sea Trail are not 
compliance issues but flooding and ponding issues. This was recently confirmed by the 
State/DENR in a recent compliance inspection performed in the Planters Ridge – 
Brookwood Park area. The complaints made to the State were about ponding, 
flooding, large ugly rip rap piles, broken pipes, etc. The state performed their 
inspection. The inspection stated that all those items while unsightly, were in 
compliance.  It was found that trees and shrubs needed to be removed from a pond 
area for this permit to be in full compliance and eligible for transfer.  
 

b. What does this mean? This means that the Permittee, the declarant on most permits, 
is required by the state to keep the permits in compliance. Upon compliance we can 
transfer the permits. However, most of the issues in Sea Trail include flooding and 
ponding. The state does not govern flooding and ponding. They only govern water 
quality. They will tell you that flooding, and ponding gives them better water quality. 
Flooding and ponding along with aesthetics are the primary items that the community 
would like to see resolved. It would be a disservice to the community to only fix 
compliance issues while not addressing these other flooding, ponding, and aesthetic 
issues at the same time. We feel that the parties should work together to solve as 
many of the issues that Sea Trail faces with stormwater, regardless of compliance, 
flooding, or ponding to the best of our abilities. We want to see the finger pointing 
stop, we want to make progress and work together. The finger pointing and 
stalemates have resulted in zero progress for over a decade. It’s time for change. We 
want to see the community united and excited for all these wonderful improvements. 
In working together towards common goals, we can really do a lot of wonderful things 
together for Sea Trail.  

 
c. What is the solution for stormwater and who pays for it? The solution is the Capital 

Improvement Plan. You will find within this plan that we are acting with our attorneys 
to amend the declaration. It will be amended to allow for $1,000.00- or 1-years HOA 
dues, whatever is larger, on every newly plotted lot or unit to be collected. These 
funds go directly to STMA and will be directly earmarked towards this Capital 
Improvement Fund. Our treasurer, in his upcoming presentation, will be able to show 



how this contributes $500,000.00 towards this fund and over a million dollars when 
factoring a percentage of dues from all the new homeowners over the next several 
years.  

 
d. How do we work together? We have outlined above on what we have done to 

contribute a very large sum of money to this improvement plan. We will also be 
donating approximately an acre of land that will be combined with the MAC to create 
a Sportsplex Project consisting of pickle ball courts amongst other amenities. Riptide 
will be contracting any projects that require an unlimited building license and will 
perform everything at cost, saving the community 20-30% on all projects. We will be 
leveraging our buying power with suppliers and subcontractors to participate in 
aggressive cost savings for the community. Our suppliers and subcontractors also have 
a vested interest in Sea Trail, and this is a way for them to give back as well. The initial 
funding for these projects will come from existing amenity funds that have been 
accumulated over the years. As you will see in the Capital Improvement Plan, shortly 
when presented, a large majority of these items are amenities or improvements to 
amenities. You will see how the contributions made on every unit, in conjunction with 
additional new dues paying homeowners, the fund is replenished within 
approximately 5 years.  

 
3.) When can we expect to see action? Immediately. The board has been hard at work obtaining 

estimates on various stormwater repairs and other enhancements you will see on the Capital 
Improvement Plan. In adopting this plan, we will be able to complete the VAST MAJORITY of 
these items within the next 2 years! It will truly be exciting to see these improvements in 
conjunction with the new amenities that are coming with the new development. You will see 
many additions and improvements this fiscal year within the upcoming weeks such as new 
entry walls in conjunction with stormwater repairs. 

 
4.) What new amenities are coming with the new development? We will be sending a newsletter 

out this Friday to the community with development updates. October’s newsletter will be 
focused on primarily the new amenities coming with our new developments. To quickly hit on 
amenities that are coming on projects that have been submitted to the town are as follows:  
 

a. A large clubhouse greater in size then the current pink palace  
b. Large attractively designed pool/spa and large decking and lounge areas 
c. Large, fenced dog park with all of the latest agility stations, obstacles, training and 

play areas. 
d. Stocked fishing pond with a fishing pier, kayak launch, nature, and observation areas. 
e. Pickleball courts & Shuffleboard courts 
f. Outdoor picnic and lounge areas featuring Pergolas, firepits, grilling stations, and 

dining areas.  
g. Sidewalks, Street lights, Street Trees, Dog Stations, Benches, Green Space areas 

throughout all development areas. 
h. A new entry to Sea Trail from Angels Trace Road. The community will have sidewalk 

access to the downtown Sunset Beach area from Sea Trail now.  
 

5.) Will the golf courses be developed? NO!  



a. What about the Convention Center – We continue to try to talk to the town of Sunset 
Beach about the Convention Center and ordinance changes the town made that 
dramatically effect the viability and economic security of the golf courses, commercial 
business, and the ability to reopen and multipurpose the convention center. This is a 
big issue that needs attention. The golf courses are everything and they need 
improvement and funding. Funding comes from play. People want to stay where they 
play. People want to eat quality meals and have the amenities they expect from 
leading courses and commercial facilities. We NEED town leadership that is willing to 
sit down with us and Chinaway to allow for this to happen. We have a lot of other 
land located in wonderful areas for neighborhood commercial that would be of great 
service to Sea Trail. We need town leadership that CARES about Sea Trail and 
understands the economic issues and change needed to allow Sea Trail to be all that it 
can be and for the community to have the courses and amenities that it should have.  

 
Thank you for your time today. Thank you to the board, CAMS and our committees for all the hard 
work that has gone in to developing this plan. We sincerely hope the community is as excited as we 
are for these wonderful improvements and the creative funding plans we have devised to work 
together for a wonderful Sea Trail!  
 
Robert Hill 
Riptide Builders 


